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Romance of the Perilous Land is a roleplaying game of magic and adventure set in the world of
British folklore, from the stories of King Arthur to the wonderful regional tales told throughout this
green and pleasant land. It is a world of romantic chivalry, but also of great danger, with
ambitious kings, evil knights, and thieving brigands terrorising the land, while greedy giants,
malevolent sorcerers, and water-dwelling knuckers lurk in the shadows. As valiant knights,
mighty barbarians, subtle cunning folk, and more, the players are heroes, roaming the land to
fight evil, right wrongs, and create their own legends.
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AdventureCHARACTER SHEETINTRODUCTIONIt is the Age of Valour.A cloaked thief thrusts a
glittering dagger into the throat of a cockatrice, taking care not to meet its gaze, which could
instantly turn her to stone. A broad-shouldered knight gallops over the Plains of Perrin, spear in
hand, on the hunt for the giants terrorizing a nearby village. A wise cunning woman conjures
black tentacles from the ground as malevolent spirits try to breach a chapel. A stalking ranger
looses arrows at lightning speed, sending a trio of brigands into the underworld. A raging
barbarian faces down a huge water-dwelling knucker, cleaving the serpent in two with his axe. A
worldly bard chants a battle song as the Knights of the Round Table charge the fearsome
Questing Beast.The Perilous Land is a place of magic, valour, and darkness. It is a realm similar
to the British Isles of older times, viewed through a hazy lens of its rich history of folklore and oral
tradition. This is land where creatures of British mythology lurk, whether under stone bridges,
hidden in shady woodland, or secreted in some forgotten corner of an old ruin. It’s a world where
the celebrated heroes of legend are found, where Robin Hood stalks the night and King Arthur is
ruler of Camelot, his ever-loyal Knights of the Round Table at his side.The Age of Valour has
dawned on the Perilous Land and a new hope has emerged as King Arthur brings together the
greatest heroes from all four corners of the land to fight the tide of evil led by the sinister knight
Mordred and dark enchantress Morgan Le Fay. While some kings and queens have been
seduced by these powers with promises of land and riches, others have allied themselves with
Camelot to battle the monsters that darken their doorsteps and bring peace back to the land.
The fight won’t be an easy one and only the most valiant will prevail in this new age.Romance of
the Perilous Land is a game very much inspired by the oldest fantasy roleplaying game created
in the 1970s, but it is also its own creation. Players will take on the role of courageous knights,
sneaky thieves, mystical cunning folk, and other characters as they try to stop the forces of evil
from dominating the Perilous Land. Together they will forge epic stories inspired by the folklore of
Britain, creating tales they will remember for years to come.In this book you will find all the rules
and inspiration you need to start playing Romance of the Perilous Land.WHO ARE THE
PLAYERS?In Romance of the Perilous Land, the players take on the role of heroes who are
roaming the land hunting evil creatures and righting wrongs. Together they will form a party as
allies of Camelot, battling the hordes of Mordred and the sinister Sisters of Le Fay. As with many
good folk tales, morality in this game is black and white – there are forces of good and forces of



evil. The players are righteous and true, but don’t take that to mean that they can’t be flawed
too.The players are building their own legends. By the time their characters reach level 10 they
will have songs sung about them and books written about them for centuries to come. The
beauty of the game is that the players get to watch their own legends flourish – both their trials
and also their triumphs.WHAT IS A ROLEPLAYING GAME?A roleplaying game is a type of
group storytelling game. It blends improvised acting with game rules, producing a structured
narrative where players take on the role of different characters in a fantasy world. However, one
player does not play a character, but rather the referee, or the ‘Game Master’ (GM for short). It’s
this player’s job to run adventures, create towns, cities, underground lairs, monsters, non-playing
characters (NPCs), and more. They facilitate the game and uphold the rules, keeping the action
flowing so that everyone has an excellent time.Games of Romance of the Perilous Land are
played with an array of unusual dice: four-sided (d4), six-sided (d6), eight-sided (d8), ten-sided
(d10), twelve-sided (d12) and twenty-sided (d20). Sometimes the rules will ask for a flip of a
coin, which is represented as d2. Usually dice are denoted with a number at the beginning, like
2d6, meaning you roll an amount of dice equal to the first number. For instance, if you were told
to roll 4d8, you would roll four eight-sided dice. Each player also gets a character sheet that
explains their character’s statistics, what they are good and not so good at. Games can be
optionally played with grid-paper and miniatures to represent the location of the characters at a
given time, but some people prefer the ‘theatre of the mind’ approach where actions are
described in abstract terms – either way works just fine.Players will also require pencils, erasers,
a notebook and some healthy snacks for the session (carrot sticks are always a winner).
Sessions tend to last for a few hours, so it’s a good idea to keep fed and hydrated as you
play.THE GOLDEN RULE OF ROLEPLAYINGRoleplaying games are collaborative games
where friends come together to tell exciting stories. The golden rule to remember when playing
is that fun outweighs the rules as written. If a certain rule makes something less fun in a given
situation and everyone agrees, change the rule. Like most roleplaying games, you should feel
free to create your own house rules for Romance of the Perilous Land if it enhances the fun of
the game.EXAMPLE OF PLAYIn this example, Larry is taking on the role of GM. Chris is playing
Sir Rod the knight, April is Harna the barbarian, and Ben is Eld the Wise, one of the cunning folk.
The players have arrived at an ancient ruin dedicated to Cerridwen, Keeper of the Cauldron and
demi-goddess of prophecy, but they have managed to disturb some of the spirits that lurk
there.Larry (GM): After several hours you arrive at the site of an old ruin where shattered
masonry lies on the grass. You can make out a statue of a female who seems to be standing
over a large pot.Ben: Eld is wise in the ways of ancient things. Can he try to figure out who this
woman is with his religion skill?Larry (GM): Of course. Make a Religion check with edge.Ben:
[Rolls a 10 and an 8 – taking the lowest number of the two.] My Mind is 14, so 8 is a
success.Larry (GM): You recognise the statue as Cerridwen, keeper of the cauldron of the
underworld and demi-goddess of prophecy. It’s likely that this was once a small temple built in
her honour. April, what do you do?April: Harna isn’t exactly the inquisitive type, but she’s aware



of her surroundings. I want to see if there are any nasty surprises lurking around the area.Larry
(GM): Cool, no problem. Make a Perception check.April: [Rolls a 5]. Ok, that’s a pretty good roll!
Larry (GM): As you inspect your surroundings further you hear whispering coming from behind
one of the ruined walls.April: Guys, I don’t think we’re alone here. Harna draws her club.Chris: Sir
Rod draws his short sword and carefully edges around the wall to see who is whispering.Larry
(GM): Rod notices three squat creatures wearing conical red hats. Their eyes are like glittering
emeralds and their teeth like razors. You recognise them as vicious redcaps.Chris: Rod bellows
at the beasts and points his sword at them: “Lo, who conspires against us?”Ben: Be careful Rod,
redcaps may be small but they can tear a man limb from limb.Larry (GM): The redcaps growl at
you and bare their fangs. Time to make a combat order roll.[All players roll a d20 to discover the
order of combat.]Larry (GM): Rod’s up first. Take an edge on this attack since you bellowed so
loudly.Chris: Hah, great. I swing my sword at the one closest to me. [He rolls a 19 and a 6 as his
attack rolls – taking the lowest.]Larry (GM): Your sword slices a gash into the redcap’s chest. Roll
your damage.Chris: [Rolls a 4.] Take that!Larry (GM): The creature cries out in agony, slightly
knocked back by the blow. Ben, you’re up.Ben: Eld rushes around the corner and casts Dazzle
with Glittering Lights on one of the redcaps to try to blind it. [He rolls a Mind check to cast his
spell and gets a 16 – unsuccessful.] Ah! That sucks.Larry (GM): Your spell fizzles out before you
can even cast it. Unlucky, Eld. Harna?April: Harna is going to go into a full barbarian rage and
charge at the closest redcap, swinging her club.Larry (GM): Great, the fire of rage fills your eyes
as you attempt to club the redcap. Roll your attack.April: [Rolls a 6.] I’ve hit. [Rolls her club
damage plus rage damage.] Ok, so that’s 10 damage to the redcap.Larry (GM): You crack it
square in the face, causing it to fly back into the wall. Its body sinks to the ground and the light
leaves its eyes. Through the trees you see a hulking figure emerge, standing nine feet tall and
wearing nothing but a sheepskin loincloth. The giant roars, picks up one of the redcaps and
devours it in a single bite before noticing you. What do you do?THE WORLD OF THE
PERILOUS LANDTHE AGE OF DOOMDarkness once held its malevolent grip over the Perilous
Land. A multitude of beasts, phantoms, and magical beings rose from the forgotten places of the
world to assert their dominance over mankind in what came to be known to scholars as the Age
of Doom. The ordinary people of the land feared for their lives on a daily basis, not knowing
whether they would be waylaid by a giant when hunting for food, or if their children would be
snatched from their cribs by the green hags of the marshlands. Gargantuan red dragons
scorched towns and witches placed curses on the halls of kings. Death and pestilence were a
daily occurence and only a brave few chose to stand against the darkness with blade, arrow and
spellcraft. It would take a young man in a kingdom called Camelot to become the catalyst for the
true battle against the forces of evil.Before Uther Pendragon died of a sickness brought on by
black magic, his ally Merlin, a powerful cunning man, was entrusted with a great secret. Uther’s
illegitimate son, Arthur, was given to Merlin to raise in a hidden location. Neither the people of
Camelot nor Arthur himself knew that he existed as the rightful heir to the throne, disgraced as
Uther was. After Uther’s death, bitter battles were fought over the throne with much blood shed.



Merlin, seeing the valiant young man Arthur had become, decided to reveal the new king in a
test of might. He placed an enchanted sword deep within a large stone and declared that the
one who could pull the blade out would become the true king of Camelot. Knights and nobles
from Camelot and beyond heard of the wizard’s challenge, but none were able to retrieve the
sword after weeks of trying. Arthur, seeing an opportunity to make a difference in this Age of
Doom, decided to attempt the feat, not knowing that Merlin had placed a spell to enable only
Arthur himself to remove the sword. When he did so, all in the kingdom bowed to him and his
fight against the evil that pervaded the land began.THE DARK POWERSKing Arthur brought
together the greatest warriors in the land under the banner of the Knights of the Round Table,
named after the circular table they would meet around, shaped so that every member was seen
as an equal. With his knights he would do battle against the most ferocious beasts in the
kingdom and tackle the growing threat of black magic. But as Arthur was building a foundation
for good in the world, there were those who sought to stop him and his ilk at all costs. The
sorceress Morgan Le Fay arose from the shadows of the Wytchwood Forest to defend the
creatures who she saw as victims of Arthur’s tyrannical rule. She gathered followers all over the
Perilous Land who sympathised with her plight to fight against the Knights of the Round Table,
many of whom used deception, enchantment and murder to make their stand, believing that the
end justified the means. Their kind became known as the Sisters of Le Fay, with members of the
group located around the land.Le Fay wasn’t the only one to rise against the king. Mordred,
Arthur’s nephew, believed that he was the legitimate heir to the throne of Camelot and would
stop at nothing to usurp his uncle. He trained as a knight in Arthur’s court for years before
disappearing – seemingly killed on a quest where no other knight returned. In reality, Mordred
led his fellow knights purposefully to their doom before fleeing to the kingdom of Norhaut to build
his forces. There he consorted with a variety of cunning folk, evil warriors, and monsters, who
swore fealty to him under the banner of The Black Lance. Now, like the Sisters of Le Fay,
members of The Black Lance can be found all around the Perilous Land, causing chaos
wherever they go.THE GREAT SEARCHWith enemies rising around him, Arthur knew that he
had to gain his own allies beyond his realm. The battle had grown larger than just Camelot, so he
would need to find valiant heroes across the Perilous Land to fight against evil wherever it reared
its head. In a journey known as The Great Search, he sent knights out to scour the Perilous Land
for those who could lend their blade, arrow, or magic to Arthur’s cause. In the forest of Sherwood
they met Robin Hood and his Merry Men, who swore to protect the wild places of the world from
doom. Those knights who rode out to the Kingdom of Corbenic were greeted by the Order of the
Fisher King who allied with Camelot in an effort to gain help from Arthur to cure their ailing king,
mortally wounded by Mordred in battle. In the northern lands the knights met the Iron Hawks, a
group of monster hunters led by grizzled veteran Bors the Younger. Seeing his prowess in battle,
Camelot promised to furnish the hunters with arms and armour should they serve Arthur. Bors
reluctantly agreed, not one to swear oaths to anyone but himself. Finally, Merlin himself
traversed the land to find like-minded cunning folk to use their magic for the good of the Perilous



Land, forming the Fellowship of Enchanters.For the first time in over a century, the darkness has
something to fear. With his allies, Arthur has brought about the Age of Valour, where good finally
has a chance of triumphing over evil. But the fight will be long and arduous and death will be
waiting around every corner.PLAYING IN THE AGE OF VALOURGames of Romance of the
Perilous Land take place in the Age of Valour after Arthur has undertaken The Great Search. His
effort to unite the various kingdoms against the powers of darkness have not been without
problems. Many rulers refuse to join him, some believing that he wishes to unite the Perilous
Land so he can be its sole ruler, while others sympathise with Morgan Le Fay or Mordred. Others
just want to keep to their own affairs.The Age of Valour is a time of great heroism and is an
exciting era for play. Players will be doing their best to keep monsters and evil-doers at bay,
trying to win over new allies for Arthur’s cause, rubbing shoulders with legendary characters
such as Merlin and Robin Hood, battling the hordes of Mordred and perhaps even coming face
to face with the enchantress Morgan Le Fay herself.Players also have the option to become a
member of a faction, either from character creation or through the course of a campaign. These
factions add further depth to how players roleplay their characters, whether it’s becoming a
hunter of magical treasure with the Order of the Fisher King, bringing the corrupt to justice with
the Merry Men of Sherwood or even joining the Knights of the Round Table.In this world where
dragons dwell, where dark wizards battle brave knights, and where the fate of the Perilous Land
is in the hands of the players, the possibility for adventure is truly endless.TIMELINE OF THE
PERILOUS LANDThe history of the Perilous Land is deep and full of world-shaking events that
have shaped the land for centuries to come. The following timeline shows the various eras of the
Perilous Land, seperated into ‘ages’. An age occurs once a large event has happened, often
changing the status quo of the Perilous Land. These are further separated into Before Camelot
(BC) and Camelot Era (CE).THE AGE OF GIANTS (1000–560BC)The first age of the Perilous
Land saw the arrival of the giants, led by their emperor Gogmagog. The Perilous Land was
known to the giants as Ashta, meaning ‘Place of Peace’ as all giants lived harmoniously for a
time.THE GALESH UPRISING (850–828BC)After more than two centuries of Gogmagog rule, a
faction of giants led by Galesh grew unhappy with their emperor, who they agreed was holding
them back from exploring the wider world. Galesh, therefore, wanted to become emperor and
lead his people, so he gathered 300 giants against Gogmagog. After more than 20 years of
fighting, Gogmagog made a pact with the dragon Xeran to destroy Galesh in return for rule over
the many mountains of Ashta. Xeran agreed and ambushed Galesh, killing him and many of his
forces.THE FOUNDATION OF SPELLS (560BC)Gogmagog did not desire another uprising and
so set out to harness the magic that flowed through the veins of the world. He gathered
worldspeakers, giants who were most in tune with nature, to attempt to use magic. After three
years of meditation one worldspeaker, Rado, was imbued with magic and cast the first ever spell
– light. Soon all of the worldspeakers were able to cast spells and Gogmagog was pleased. This
would set into motion the first new age in the world – the Age of Magic.THE AGE OF MAGIC
(560–420BC)The worldspeakers would become the most powerful enchanters to ever live and



much to Gogmagog’s dismay they were treated as gods by many of the giants. They would
create fantastic monoliths dedicated to the worldspeakers and sing songs about their magic.
Gogmagog grew furious at this treachery and sought Xeran for advice on the matter. Xeran, who
knew much about magic, told of another world of powerful creatures who could match the
powers of the worldspeakers.THE ARRIVAL OF THE OTHERWORLD (540BC)Gogmagog
convinced one of the worldspeakers to open a door to the Otherworld where the fairies dwelt.
The worldspeaker did as he was asked and soon the fairies began to enter the world. They were
creatures formed of pure magic unlike anything the giants had ever seen. In the night,
Gogmagog met with Queen Mab of the Unseelie Court, a dark fairy (although Gogmagog was
not to know this). She agreed to bring her forces against the worldspeakers so long as they
would be able to come and go as they pleased from the Otherworld to Ashta. Gogmagog agreed
and soon the beasts and spirits of the Otherworld were pouring forth and forming a great
army.THE BATTLE OF THE EMERALD PLAIN (539BC)Gogmagog and Mab led their army of
giants, beasts and fairies against the worldspeakers and their followers. Thousands died that
day and the race of giants dwindled. Ultimately the worldspeakers fell and Gogmagog was
victorious. But Mab was devious and sought to topple all of giant kind, and so during the great
victory feast she had Gogmagog drink an enchanted wine that would put him to sleep for
centuries. Once he was unconscious Mab proceeded to destroy most of the giants. Those who
survived fled underground.THE ARRIVAL OF HUMANKIND (420BC)The gods sensed an
imbalance in the world as a result of Mab’s treachery and created humans to right the balance.
Humans turned out to be tenacious and industrious creatures, building the first cities and
forming borders around the land for the first time, with each of the four kingdoms named after its
founder: King Escose, Queen Norhaut, King Hutton and Queen Ascalon.THE AGE OF
HUMANITY (420–0BC)With humans came engineering, crafting and building. Soon towns, cities
and villages were cropping up across the Perilous Land, so named by the humans for the
magical beings that stalked the land with evil in their hearts. The first kings and queens had been
crowned and the Age of Humanity had dawned.THE DAWN OF CUNNING (418BC)It did not
take long for humans to master the art of magic, though many still looked on it with distrust. The
cunning folk became magical conduits and after some initial trepidation were viewed as integral
members of society, having gifts of healing as well as destruction. King Escose was the first to
employ cunning folk in his court, a practice that was mirrored around the Perilous Land.THE
GREAT EXPANSION (400–1BC)With just four kingdoms, there was still a vast area of fertile land
for the taking. Humans created new kingdoms, usually to the chagrin of neighbouring monarchs
who saw this as treachery of the highest order, resulting in many a battle over four centuries. At
the end of that time six more kingdoms had arisen and humans truly ruled over the Perilous
Land.THE AGE OF CAMELOT (0BC–50CE)At the end of the great expansion a kingdom was
founded that would become the home of legends. King Constantine founded Camelot and set
about building the city over a period of thirty years with the aid of his advisor, a young cunning
man called Merlin.THE DEATH OF CONSTANTINE (30CE)Constantine fell gravely ill towards



the end of his life and when he passed there was a great mourning across Camelot. His son
Uther Pendragon would take up the throne, an inexperienced and somewhat reckless young
leader who would have to learn the art of governance quickly.THE COMING OF XERAN, LORD
OF DRAGONS (42CE)Over centuries, the dragons had taken over the mountains of the world
and had become numerous. The pact Xeran had made with Gogmagog had been beneficial to
dragonkind, and now Xeran wanted to take advantage of humanity’s desire for riches. He
demanded from Uther a tax, where at the end of each month Camelot’s most prized treasures
would be sent to him in his lair. At first Uther refused and cursed the dragon, but days later Xeran
destroyed several villages in revenge and returned to Uther asking again for the tax. This time
Uther saw no other option than to oblige. Over the years, Camelot grew poorer as its treasures
dwindled and Uther’s favour fell rapidly.THE DRAGONWAR (50CE)Uther met with Merlin and his
most trusted knights to devise a plan to bring down Xeran. Merlin spoke of the enchanted sword
White Hilt and the magical shield Pridwen, both of which would aid in the dragon’s destruction.
Uther led his men on a quest to find both of these magical items in the Wretched Caves, where
they were said to lay. The great cockatrice that guarded these treasures killed many a knight, but
Uther managed to cut off its head. Retrieving the sword and shield, Uther led his knights to
Xeran’s lair and fought him for four hours. Finally Uther bested the creature and reclaimed
Camelot’s treasures. The city rejoiced and Uther became a hero.THE AGE OF DOOM (51–
62CE)In 51CE all the kingdoms of the Perilous Land fell under a great shadow. The malevolent
creatures and spirits that had waited in dormancy since the Age of Magic became active. People
became afraid to leave their homes, believing that they would be snatched away by a foul
bugbear or their children drowned by hags.THE DEATH OF UTHER AND THE CROWNING OF
ARTHUR (53CE)Treachery found its way into the halls of Camelot in the winter of 53CE when
Uther was found dead in his chamber, leaving a withered, dry corpse. Witnesses say they saw a
woman cloaked in black fleeing from the castle and those who could identify her recognised the
woman as Morgan Le Fay, the dark enchantress. Uther’s illegitimate son Arthur, who had been
taken into foster care, was the next in line to the throne, though Arthur did not know it. Merlin
placed an enchanted sword in a large stone and proclaimed that anyone who should remove the
sword would become the next king of Camelot. Arthur swiftly removed the blade to the disbelief
of all in the city and was crowned king.THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE (54CE)Arthur
had inherited a poisoned chalice of a kingdom when he took the throne. Morgan Le Fay was a
threat that loomed over him like a black cloud, and every day there were reports of evil beasts
attacking villages and wicked sorcerers spreading their darkness across all the kingdoms of the
Perilous Land. Times were desperate, so Arthur decided to form an elite group of knights to help
battle against the onslaught of evil in the world. He named them The Knights of the Round Table,
for he saw them as equal in value and valour as he. The Knights of the Round Table undertook
many quests to rid Camelot and wider regions of the terror at their doorsteps, winning the praise
and admiration of all who lived in Camelot.THE BETRAYAL OF MORDRED (56CE)Camelot
once again became a shining beacon of hope in the world and its knights were hailed as among



the strongest and most chivalrous in history. But there was great treachery afoot in the halls of
Camelot. Mordred, Arthur’s nephew, grew tired of his uncle’s rule and believed that it was he who
should have inherited the throne. Mordred betrayed Arthur by leading a retinue of knights to their
doom before fleeing to Norhaut where he would plot against his former king and raise an army
under the banner of The Black Lance.THE WOUNDING OF THE FISHER KING (57CE)Mordred
sought to gain a tactical advantage against Camelot by invading its neighbour Corbenic in the
humid summer of 57CE. He led his army onto the Plains of Perrin where the Fisher King and his
gleaming knights met Mordred in battle. It was a bloody skirmish and ultimately Mordred’s force
was routed, but not before he had struck the Fisher King in the leg with an enchanted lance. The
king was poisoned and helpless, but his faithful knights would undertake a quest to find a cure
for this malady. As the Fisher King’s health deteriorated, so did his kingdom as it fell into the
hands of foul creatures and deadly brigands.THE GREAT SEARCH BEGINS (58CE)Mordred
saw that Camelot would not easily be won – it would take time and patience to raise an army that
could take on Arthur. Therefore The Black Lance spread like a spider’s web throughout the
Perilous Land, growing stronger with each passing year. At the same time Morgan Le Fay had
mustered a following in kingdoms further from Camelot, and the Sisters of Le Fay had begun to
take shape. Seeing this expanding threat to not just his own kingdom, but all good kingdoms in
the land, Arthur began The Great Search in order to unite the Perilous Land against a common
enemy.THE AGE OF VALOUR(63CE TO THE PRESENT)After a year of The Great Search,
Arthur had found his champions from all over the Perilous Land. From dukes and enchanters to
warriors and thieves, Camelot drew together like-minded people from most kingdoms to fight the
growing darkness.Now the tide of battle is turning and evil is on guard, for the greatest heroes in
over a hundred years have joined the battle and will stop at nothing until light is returned to the
Perilous Land.The is the beginning of your story. Let your legend unfold.CHARACTER
CREATIONAcharacter is the player’s avatar in the world of the Perilous Land. Each player (apart
from the GM) will create their own character to control in the game, whether they choose to be a
crafty thief, one of the magical cunning folk, a noble knight, or something else. These character
types are known as ‘classes’ – a type of template used to define the roles and abilities of a
character. It is recommended that a player create and control only one character, but they may
have more if the GM allows it. Ultimately the class a player chooses depends on what kind of
character they want to play. Would you prefer to be a battle-hardened melee fighter who wades
into battle with a sword in hand? Or maybe you like the thought of keeping to the shadows with a
dagger in hand? Do you like the idea of being a charismatic bard who can persuade and uplift
others? Maybe you would love to be able to cast spells as a cunning folk? Whatever you want to
play, think first about what would be the most fun for you.Players should discuss the ideas they
have for their characters during creation to ensure they have a party that has all bases covered.
An adventuring party consisting only of rangers, for example, would suffer greatly in melee
combat, so try to assign a different class to each player. After all, to survive in the Perilous Land
requires teamwork.Characters gain new abilities as they become more experienced, giving



further play options for the player as their campaign progresses. Characters begin at level 1 and
continue to level 10, where they are considered at the pinnacle of their abilities.To start creating
a character, you will need a character sheet. Every player apart from the GM will have a
character sheet to record details about their character, in addition to equipment, treasure and
magic items they may find on their adventures. You can find the character sheet at the back of
this book or on our website, .The character creation process is as follows:1.Roll
attributes2.Select a class3.Select a background4.Select a starting talent5.Note down starting
money and equipment6.Create a name, age, and backstoryCHARACTER ATTRIBUTESThere
are five main attributes that sum up a character’s strengths and weaknesses. It’s unlikely that any
one character will be great at everything, which is why having a well-balanced party of
adventurers is important. The five attributes are as follows:Might: How physically strong a
character is and how well they perform in melee combat. Might also affects bonuses to damage
after a successful melee attack as per the below table.Reflex: How nimble and dexterous a
character is and how well they perform in ranged combat. Reflex also affects bonuses to
damage after a successful ranged attack as per the below table.Constitution: How hardy a
character is. This attribute is used for testing resistance against poison and other harmful
effects.Mind: How intelligent and wise a character is. This attribute is used for casting spells and
understanding specific knowledge. For every point of Mind over 13, a character may learn an
additional language at character creation. All characters start understanding common and their
own language from the languages section.Charisma: How diplomatic, attractive, and well-
spoken a character is. This attribute is used for social interactions and resisting
enchantments.The damage bonus to a successful melee or ranged attack, based on their Might
or Reflex score:MIGHT/REFLEX SCORELess than 1212–1415–1718–2021–2324+DAMAGE
BONUS+0+1+2+3+4+5These attributes will change as the character gains experience,
reflecting characters becoming more agile, crafty, and knowledgeable about their
environment.For each attribute, roll 4d6 and remove the lowest roll, noting the total next to each
attribute. It is up to the player and the GM to determine what order they assign these scores.
Some like to roll in order of each attribute and keep the results as they are (this is a particularly
‘old school’ method), while others prefer to write down all the totals before assigning to their
desired attributes. The latter is the best way if the player already has an idea of the kind of
character they want to play.EXAMPLEJenny decides to roll her five totals first before assigning
them to attributes. After considering it with the other players, she wants to play a thief who can
talk her way out of any situation. She rolls a 10, 9, 10, 12 and 16. Jenny assigns the 16 to Reflex,
an important attribute for a thief, the 12 to Charisma, one 10 to Might, the other 10 to Mind and
the 9 to Constitution.OPTIONAL RULE: THE ARRAYSome gaming groups aren’t fond of the
random nature of rolling for attributes, so instead of rolling players may instead choose an array
of scores to assign. This prevents some characters from being more powerful than others. This
array is 9, 10, 12, 14 and 16HIT POINTSCharacters have hit points, or HP, to denote their state
of health and fatigue. The higher the number of hit points, the more damage a character can



take. Hit points are by their very nature abstract and don’t necessarily always represent physical
wounds, but weariness, being caught off-balance, and narrow misses. At character creation the
player will use their Constitution score as their starting HP. For example, if your character’s
Constitution score was 16, your starting HP would also be 16.CHARACTER SKILLSEach class
and background has its own set of skills that represent what the character excels at. Skills are
tied directly to a specific attribute and allow the character to roll with an edge on the attribute
when using that skill in the game. Skills are as follows:MIGHTAthletics: A character skilled in
Athletics will be better at physical tasks such as swimming through rough currents and
sprinting.Riding: A character skilled in Riding is better able to saddle and ride mounts such as
horses and ponies.REFLEXAcrobatics: A character skilled in Acrobatics is better able to leap
over chasms, move out of the way of danger, and land without being harmed.Climb: A character
skilled in Climb can better ascend walls, cliff faces, or other surfaces suited for climbing without
aid.Stealth: A character skilled in Stealth can better skulk in the shadows to remain unseen, and
has light footsteps and good spatial awareness.Thievery: A character skilled in Thievery is better
able to pick pockets without being noticed, pick locks, and forge counterfeit
documents.CHARISMAAnimal Husbandry: A character skilled in Animal Husbandry can better
calm an animal in the wild.Bluff: A character skilled in Bluff is better at tricking others into
believing a lie and causing distractions.Intimidate: A character skilled in Intimidation is better at
threatening others into doing what they want, whether through violent tactics or an imposing
demeanour.Perform: A character skilled in Performance is better able to entertain others through
song, dance, or poetry.Persuasion: A character skilled in Persuasion is better suited to
diplomacy, able to use their silk tongue to make others more likely to do their
bidding.MINDHealing: A character skilled in Healing understands physiology and how to care for
those who have been injured or fallen ill.History: A character skilled in History is able to better
recall the past events of a region, the succession of monarchs, or understand the political
workings of a specific court.Languages: A character skilled in Languages is able to read and
speak certain tongues and understand the written word better than most.Magic Knowledge: A
character skilled in Magic Knowledge has a better understanding of the esoteric rites and rituals
of cunning folk, in addition to being able to surmise the enchantments placed on items and
deduce the nature of magical creatures.Nature: A character skilled in Nature better understands
the lay of the land, having knowledge of the geography of a kingdom, and is more proficient in
identifying the nature of beasts and monsters.Perception: A character skilled in Perception has
better senses than most, being able to spot hidden doorways, hear quiet murmurings from
behind a wall, or sense when someone might be lying through physical or verbal
indicators.Religion: A character skilled in Religion has a better grasp on the various deities and
religions of the Perilous Land.Survival: A character skilled in Survival is able to live longer in the
wild through knowledge of foraging, tracking, and hunting.CLASS FEATURESEach class has a
set of features that are unlocked when the character reaches a certain number of levels,
representing gaining experience and self-improvement. These are special abilities unique to that



class, giving them the ability to pull off impressive feats in a range of situations, although most
prominently in combat. Further information about class features can be found in the classes
section.TALENTSTalents give a character special abilities, whether in battle or while
adventuring. They are abilities distinct from class features, some of which are universal while
others are tied to a specific class. At certain levels, a character will be able to select a new talent,
allowing for further class customisation.STARTING MONEY AND EQUIPMENTEach level 1
character begins the game with 3d6 x 10 gold pieces (gp), the currency of the Perilous Land.
These can be spent on travelling equipment, weapons, and armour during character creation.
Each class also has its own starting equipment, as do the optional character backgrounds, so
be sure to note these down on your character sheet.CHARACTER CLASSESThere are six
classes to choose from in the game, each with their own part to play in your shared stories.
Players should try to use a variety of classes to form a rounded and interesting team of
adventurers. The classes are as follows:•Knight•Ranger•Cunning
folk•Thief•Barbarian•BardCLASS TERMINOLOGYHit Dice (HD): These dice are rolled when a
character levels to determine their new HP.Hit Points (HP): A number that represents the amount
of damage a character can take before falling unconscious or dying.Weapon Proficiency: The
weapon types the class is able to use without having to roll a setback in combat. These are
divided into melee and ranged categories.Armour Proficiency: The armour types the class is
able to use without penalty in combat, in addition to a setback on Might and Reflex saving
throws.Save Proficiency: The class gains an edge on saving throws in which they are
proficient.Skills: A list of skills that the class is able to use.Class Features: Special class abilities
that are unlocked by increasing your character’s level.KNIGHTHD: 1d10Weapon Proficiency:
Light, medium, and heavy melee. Light and medium ranged.Armour Proficiency: Light, medium,
and heavy armour.Save Proficiency: Might and Reflex.Skills: Choose three from: Athletics
(Might), History (Mind), Perception (Mind), Riding (Might), Survival (Mind).Starting Equipment:
Flail, leather armour, and small shield; or shortbow, leather armour, and 20 arrows.Knights are
the hardiest of fighters and are experts in warfare, trained to identify the enemy’s weaknesses
and strike at an opportune moment. In the Perilous Land, the Knights of the Round Table are the
most famous of these chivalrous warriors, standing for justice, honour, and righteousness.
Knights abide by a code of honour and would rather die than break that code. While knights
have historically come from noble bloodlines, the Age of Valour has brought with it a need for
knights outside of nobility, meaning anyone who will swear the knight’s oath, and has the right
physical and mental capabilities, can become one of these brave warriors.Knights are versatile
warriors who can easily adapt to using several types of melee and ranged weapons. While some
choose to walk into the fray with a short sword and shield, others prefer to hold their enemies at
a distance with their short bow before pulling out their blade if the enemy comes too close. If they
see an ally being attacked, they will quickly jump to their aid, preferring to take the brunt of the
damage themselves rather than see their friends injured. More experienced knights can rally
their comrades in battle to help them win the day.Most civilised places in the Perilous Land



venerate knights and will offer them a warm welcome. It is much easier for knights to be granted
audiences with royalty than others, and news of a knight in town will travel rapidly, often resulting
in a new quest.KNIGHT CLASS FEATURESAid the Defenceless: A knight must act by a code of
honour to put their life before others, for this is the truest act of heroism. They will constantly be
assessing the battlefield for threats to their allies, throwing themself in the way of an enemy’s
blade. At level 1, if someone within 5ft of the knight takes damage from a non-magical source,
the knight may choose to take some or all of that damage instead.Weapon Expert: After
spending time with various weapons, a knight begins to favour one over the others. At level 3,
the knight chooses a favoured weapon type, such as a longsword. The knight rolls with edge on
attacks with this weapon.Never Surrender: Knights are sworn to protect others and to defend
their kingdom at all costs. At level 5 they can summon the strength of will to stay standing even
when badly wounded. The knight can still perform a single action until they reach negative HP
equal their level, after which they are knocked unconscious.Valiant Effort: Even in the midst of
battle, a knight can get their allies back on their feet to help them fight another day. At level 7,
once per combat as an action the knight can replenish all armour points for themselves and all
allies within 30ft.Double Strike: The knight is able to manoeuvre through the battlefield, cutting
through their enemy’s front line. At level 9, the knight may attack twice on their turn. The second
attack may target another enemy they are able to reach.LevelKnight Class Advancement1Class
Feature: Aid the Defenceless, Talent2Talent3Class Feature: Weapon Expert, +2 to all
attributes4Talent5Class Feature: Never Surrender, +2 to all attributes6Talent7Class Feature:
Valiant Effort, +2 to all attributes8Talent9Class Feature: Double Strike, +2 to all attributes10Talent
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John T. Healy II, “This Game Does Exactly What it Sets Out To Do.. I've seen this game off and
on for a little while. Last night I read a review that went into greater detail about the system. I
found the review on Dragonsfoot. Thanks to that I looked at it again, and found out that you can
get the game for $2 US on Kindle. I'm not sure how long this sale will last, so I'll share it now. This
is a very interesting book that falls under the OSR tag.The Bad,-Human Centric World. No
playable races other than Human.-Limited Scope. If you aren't into Arthurian style fantasy this
isn't for you.-You have to get used to Roll Under for everything. That's the opposite of what we've
done for decades.The Good-This book has amazing art! It really sets the tone for the setting and
playstyle.-Unified Roll Under Mechanic. It takes some getting used to, but remains consistent.-
The Attributes actually mean something. Your character's Might (Strength) is very important,
instead of just being a way to generate a positive or negative modifier.-Focused Setting. The
game knows what kind of stories it wants the players to tell, and is constructed in such a way to
reinforce that genre every step of the way.-Diversity within Simplicity. The setting emphasizes
Camelot, and Sherwood forest. That is a very fun combination. The art, however, points out that
anyone from any background has a place. Want to play a traveler from a distant land who swears
to serve King Arthur? Done! Want to play a noble woman running away from her dastardly uncle
who joins Robin Hood and his Merry Men? No problem. Want to play a Cunning Man out of their
version of Ireland who seeks to track down mysteries of Celtic folklore and prevent the fae from
ruining everyone's day? Got that in spades.-No Spell Slots! You gain something like Magic
Points equal to your Mind Stat and spend those to attempt to cast spells. You still have to roll a
die for each spell just as everyone else has to roll for their abilities.-Advantage/Disadvantage
used throughout. (This could also be a con for some. I personally like it because it is easy to use
and keep the game moving.)Honestly, I could go on. I'm enjoying it thus far, and will be posting a
copy of this review to Amazon. It isn't perfect, but I really enjoy everything I've read thus far. I can
see myself using this with my nieces and nephew when their old enough. I'm also loving the way
that they've reimagined so much of Arthurian and Celtic Myth in the creation of this setting. Its'
Britain, but it really isn't. There's no map, so you can feel free to either use a map of Great
Britain, or make up your own map. Or, just throw this into a corner of your own world as a place
your players can visit from time to time if they stray too far into the mists.”

RCL, “A beautifully illustrated role-playing game set in a synthesis of British legends. I'm a little
hesitant to review a game I've never played. I'm hesitant to review anything, ever, for that matter.
I'm excited about this one, though.Romance of the Perilous Land is a beautifully illustrated and
practically laid-out game set in a synthesis of British fantasies including not only the familiar
Arthurian tales but less well-known (at least to me) legends and folktales.The rules are likewise
a clever synthesis of systems, including old school D&D-ish stuff, Fifth Edition D&D features like
backgrounds and edge/setback (advantage/disadvantage), and a few things that remind me of



7th Edition Tunnels & Trolls. Of the pieces I didn't recognize, I'm not sure which are his own
invention and which came from other games I'm not familiar with. In any case, piecing all those
components together into a coherent whole is every bit as much of an achievement as making
all the rules up.I love the magic. Items range from homespun charms to rarer enchanted items
like the hand of glory, to unique legendary artifacts. The spell-casting system works kind of like
the way I always pictured the old school D&D system working. Instead of the somewhat absurd
memorize-forget-rememorize routine, the idea is that, in preparing a spell, you're making a
special charm, which you then use to cast the spell quickly on the spot. Malthouse has rebuilt
the system around this concept instead of just changing the chrome. I'm too lazy to go into more
detail, but it's really cool.The magic (especially the spell list) is one of the things that makes me
think this system would work well for Middle Earth in addition to the setting provided. I'm a little
torn on whether I'd want to do this, though, because the Perilous Land setting is great, and one
of the main reasons I bought the game. One drawback, though, is that there's no map. Maybe
this was intentional. After all, folklore almost never gives you a map, just "beyond so-and-so" or
"many days' ride" and stuff like that. I would still kind of like to have one.I'm not sure about the
spell names, either. They're atmospheric, but long. Seems like writing them down in stat blocks
multiple times might get old. I dunno. I haven't tried it yet.The setting is, as I said, a synthesis of
Arthurian myths and other legends. In melding everything together and making it his own,
Malthouse takes some liberties, but that's inevitable and I like the result. In addition to locations,
the book provides factions, major characters, gods, and a bestiary that I can't wait to put to
work.This game looks like all kinds of fun to me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome Book!. Scott Malthouse is a fantastic indie designer and I have
enjoyed a lot of his work but this one is absolutely his best. The game is light enough to teach to
newbies but still has plenty of flavor and feel for the source material. The book itself is laid out
well and the art is absolutely stunning. The first edition of this game was based off of the Black
Hack system and while this one still has roots there, it has become very much its own thing.
Hoping to get this game to the table soon.”

R. Lambert, “Well made RPG. Very well made rpg. Interesting rules. Great art and book quality. If
you want a fantasy Arthurian and Robin Hood style OSR style game I would definitely check this
out.”

James D. Hargrove, “An amazing RPG of epic British fantasy!. An amazing, easy to learn/play,
RPG of epic British fantasy influenced equally by farie tales and Arthurian legend. Fun for the
whole family with Osprey's usual high standard production values!”

Justin G., “Surprising. This kept popping up in the related products so I did some research and
ordered it. Very professionally done for an independent RPG. Not overly complex and I like the



history aspect to the game dynamics. Though it has a few small rough parts it's a great edition to
my collection. Kind of hope they keep making supplements for it. If your a player, collector or
both I recommend it.”

Shannon Woodring, “The one item Amazon didn't screw up.. This came in a box with two other
items, both of which had issues. Lucky for me, a book is a book, and this one seems to have
survived its trip unscathed.Good job.”

J.M., “Great product, poor delivery.. Very flavourful, mythic rules-light D&D-like. Unfortunately,
not in new shape when arrived; damage was done to the front of the spine, probably in transit as
it was loose in the box.”

Jim the new man., “"Unhand that damsel, ye foul beast!". Osprey have really set a new
benchmark with this. Lovely hard back book with great artwork. The book itself feels very good
value for money.As for the actual game it's fairly rules light and feels a little Old School but there
is enough in there to make it a bit different.If you like your roleplaying to be of a British medieval
form then this is the book for you. Love the bestiary, all the creatures from British myths and
legends. I imagine this would be ideal if you're thinking of getting into RPG's. I'm an old hand and
there is enough new stuff in here to keep me happy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice simple system. So here we have a nice simple RPG based on British
Folklore ( Robin Hood. King Arthur etc). It gets a lot into this small but sturdy hardback in terms
of rules & mechanics, art work is also good. The game does lack the complexity of a lot of RPG
systems , however as a first game for people ( especially first timers) this is very good indeed.”

Honest & Helpful, “Worth while purchase.. Well placed setting with plenty of background
information, legend and lore. System involved enough to make it engaging without being overly
complicated.”

GMsShadow, “A great gem of an RPG.. A must buy in 2020 for any TTRPG fan. It is one of the
slickest and enjoyable games out there. Scott has done a fantastic job in developing this as one
of Osprey's flagship RPGs. If you love traditional British folklore in your games then don't miss
out on this gem.”

The book by Scott Malthouse has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 120 people have provided feedback.
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